
BESTEK 3 AC Outlets 2000W/4600W 
Power Inverter Car 12V DC to 110V 
AC Inverter Power Automotive 
Backup Power Supply for Flood Light, 
Blender, Vacuum

Product Details Sales Rank: #5257 in Consumer Electronics Color: red Brand: 
Bestek Model: MRI20011-1 Dimensions: 5.30" h x 6.50" w x 10.00" l,3.13 pounds 
Features BESTEK® Advantage: #1 Best Seller in Power Inverters. The highest a
verage review rating of any power inverter brand. High power and quality power 
inverter with 2000W rated output and 4600W peak power and 3 AC outlets. 6 
External 50A Fuses Added for safety use. AC Charger: It provides total 2000W 
power with 3 AC outlets to handle those motors from household Ac units and 1hp 
pool pumps or run a garage (flood lights, a TV, a freezer, a refrigerator, 
rechargeable devices, etc). MCU controlled with numerous safety features to keep 
your gear from damage, including an audible overload alarm with LED light, 
power switch, a high-speed cooling fan, and a soft-start, surge protection, input & 
output isolated system. Rated Power: 2000W, Max Power: 2300W, Peak Power: 
4600W. Input: DC 12V, Output: AC 110V-120V. Weighing only 10bl, size of 
10*6.5*5.3 inches, powerful but hand-held unit. All of the cables and clamps are 
built out of quality materials. 

Product Description BESTEK® 's #1 Power Inverter Brand • Devoted to designing a 
portable with high performance power inverter gained the highest average review 
rating. • Providing best quality products of newly-fashionable and superior with p
rofessional customer service and end-users. Good to Know : • New upgraded: six e
xternal 50A fuses Added. Not only protects the home appliances, pumps, and 
motors from damage, but also be convenient to replace fuses. Product 
Specification : • Power (3 AC Outlets): 2000W Rated, 2300W Max, 4600W Peak • In
put Voltage: 12V DC, Output voltage: 110V~120V • Indicator: Green-operation, R



ed-shutdown • Over Voltage Shutdown: DC 15V-16V, Low Voltage Shutdown: DC 1
0V-11V Optimal Use and Precautions : • For DC12V and Car ONLY, not applied f
or DC 24V and airplane use. • The cooling fan remains on continuously. This m
eans you'll only be able to use it in situations where the car is running. • Avoid p
lacing the inverter into sunlight directly or next to heat-sensitive materials to 
protect Inverter from getting too warm. • Get to know its rated power, not allowed t
o use when it is over 2000W in total. Package List : • 1 x 2000W Power Inverter • 1 x 
Battery Clamps • 1 x Cigar Adapter • 1 x User Manual Good to Know: with 12 Mo
nths Warranty and Provide Friendly, Easy-to-Reach Support.

Before you get all gushy about the low price, I need to point out the flaws. This 
unit is not a 2000 watt inverter it is two 1000 watt inverters with the outputs kept 
in sync. Don't bother to use the safety grounding on the AC since the plugs are not 
wired to anything not even the chassis. The internal fuses are 40 AMP European 
type car fuses of which there are 4 on each inverter for a total of eight. Overall 
construction is sound but I found the connecting ribbon pinched between the two 
inverter heat sinks even-though there was plenty of room inside to route cable the 
away. A simple wire tie fixed this. This unit is unable to supply an adequate 
waveform for any kind of motor and should be used only with a static load. As 
long as this inverter is loaded to the 1000 watt range it will supply the load with 
adequate backup but don't use it to power a 2000 watt load as it is not a true 2000 
watt inverter and the fusing is not acceptable for heavy duty loads. This unit has a 
nasty habit of turning off if the battery voltage drops to 10.5 under load (60%) and 
will not allow you to use the full battery capacity. The inverter is a good buy if you 
are looking for power protection for a 1000 watt load and need overload rating. 

Well for just over $100 this is a good deal.It's a good little unit that I found can run 
a garage(two lights, a tv, a freezer, a refrigerator, rechargeable devices,battery 
tender, and a small 8000btu actwindow action unit and a jigsaw at the same time.It 
could not run my 1up pool pump or at least get it started.the pump usually runs 
from 600-650watts but takes a good bit of torque to get started for a few seconds 
and I'm not sure if maybe the modified waveform is the problem.which I believe is 
a good bit of it.but the t.v. picture looked good.and there is a slight hum on 
motorized objects like a regular floor box fan.but not much of a problem( this is 
the modified waveform).I've tested2 other inverters from Wal-Mart and they all do 
the same thing.I have a kilowatt meter and the most I had running at any one time 
may have been just over 1440 watts.this unit I bought mainly for 500watts of 



applications mostly and as long as you have the battery backup does a descent 
good job of maintaining a load but I'm not sure if it can maintain 1500watts or 
above and it maybe AC compressors and bigger items like Poolpumps need a 
3000watt+ modified wave or a true sine wave inverter because you loose torque 
with modified.It's just much cheaper.if you need something to run a circular saw 
this will do.just remember to have the battery to supply the amperage draw.I find it 
a useful unit for the price( 4 stars )but wish it could run my 1up pool pump.you 
should have a kilowatt meter and a multi-meter which is useful and more accurate 
than most units with a display will be.If it,s helpfully I do have 20 year background 
in electronics(weapons, communications and hobby and built my own power 
supply before and will tell you this is a good deal), Some people might want a 
good unit that is rated at a higher wattage capacity to handle those motors from 
household Ac units and 1hppool pumps.just remember the price for this hand held 
unit is low cost. 

I didn't expect much, but once installed in the rv I was most impressed. I added a 
second battery, and while driving it does run our overhead ac. I would have been 
happy just to keep the tv and refrigerator going. Highly recommend especially at 
this price. See all 31 customer reviews...

More Information (BESTEK 3 AC Outlets 2000W/4600W Power Inverter 
Car 12V DC to 110V AC Inverter Power Automotive Backup Power Supply 
for Flood Light, Blender, Vacuum)

BESTEK 3 AC Outlets 2000W/4600W Power Inverter Car 12V DC to 110V AC 
Inverter Power Automotive Backup Power Supply for Flood Light, Blender, 
Vacuum will end up being helpful. And expect Now i'm a section of letting you 
find a remarkable item.On the other hand, Hopefully ratings concerning this 
BESTEK 3 AC Outlets 2000W/4600W Power Inverter Car 12V DC to 110V 
AC Inverter Power Automotive Backup Power Supply for Flood Light, 
Blender, Vacuum  variety Amazon online.com will wind up being beneficial. And 
believe I am a section of helping you to have a outstanding item. You will find a 
expertise and review kind below. I am praying you may ensure and buying 
BESTEK 3 AC Outlets 2000W/4600W Power Inverter Car 12V DC to 110V AC 
Inverter Power Automotive Backup Power Supply for Flood Light, Blender, 
Vacuum soon after check this out finest ratings. You can expect to be given a 
review and encounter kind here. I am just praying you can expect to guarantee 

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore.php?a=w5fNavvmDg1SRBLKqO/FQdyGkz7kCIoTSeAdJsIANl4=
https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore.php?a=w5fNavvmDg1SRBLKqO/FQdyGkz7kCIoTSeAdJsIANl4=
https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore.php?a=w5fNavvmDg1SRBLKqO/FQdyGkz7kCIoTSeAdJsIANl4=


Assessment BESTEK 3 AC Outlets 2000W/4600W Power Inverter Car 12V 
DC to 110V AC Inverter Power Automotive Backup Power Supply for Flood 
Light, Blender, Vacuum. shortly after look at this best ratings You could end up 
amazed to observe how convenient this particular product could possibly be, and 
you can now feel happy admit until this BESTEK 3 AC Outlets 2000W/4600W 
Power Inverter Car 12V DC to 110V AC Inverter Power Automotive Backup 
Power Supply for Flood Light, Blender, Vacuum is one of the top selling item in 
now. 

Title :BESTEK 3 AC Outlets 2000W/4600W Power Inverter Car 12V DC to 
110V AC Inverter Power Automotive Backup Power Supply for Flood Light, 
Blender, Vacuum

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

BESTEK 3 AC Outlets 2000W/4600W Power 
Inverter Car 12V DC to 110V AC Inverter Power 
Automotive Backup Power Supply for Flood Light, 
Blender, Vacuum Review 

Should be aware of Before Buying BESTEK 3 AC Outlets 2000W/4600W 
Power Inverter Car 12V DC to 110V AC Inverter Power Automotive Backup 
Power Supply for Flood Light, Blender, Vacuum On the web: 

Everything Has with suppliers for people like us so as to educate you on a favorite 
on the web individuals worldwide. Click this link for by which extremely keep 
merchants. Have got remarks thru purchasers with obtained this subject Retailer 
have to include authority Have acquired depth merchandise. Identify a bit of time 
of shipment. Furthermore for you to Areas. Together with the expense of shipping 
and shipping and delivery service. Program to purchase things safely. like Credit 
history recommendations card. Have vote buyer and rating reviews. Have price 

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore.php?a=w5fNavvmDg1SRBLKqO/FQdyGkz7kCIoTSeAdJsIANl4=


and assess price vendors.Read More.......
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